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Snow White and the Hunter
Daimyon was raised with one purpose: dedicate his life to his queen and kingdom
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by becoming an elite Huntsman. It's all he's ever wanted, and, under his father's
tutelage, he commits himself body and soul to achieving it. Soon, Daimyon
becomes the youngest-ever Huntsman and begins his service with the certainty
that his life is just as it should be. So, when he's called before his queen and given
a direct order to kill a traitor to the Crown, he has no reason to suspect he won't
carry out his mission quickly and quietly. Then Daimyon learns the startlingly truth
of his target's identity and can't bring himself to kill her. With this unintentional
rebellion, Daimyon has no choice but to go on the run from the queen he's given
his life to serve. The queen, however, intends to finish the job he couldn't and
exact revenge on her disloyal Huntsman. Fearful for the lives unintentionally
tangled with his, Daimyon must now determine what's more important to fight for,
the oath he swore to his queen or the princess who caused him to break it. Heart of
a Hunter is the Fifth in the five-part End of Ever After companion series which
rewrites classic tales of ever after.

My Alien's Obsession
Snow’s Seduction
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Uarda
I used to be sweet and innocentbut that was until Hunter put his hands on me.
Now, my body craves his, and we've crossed the point of no return. My stepmother
demands that I seduce a rich jeweler to secure our fortune, and under normal
circumstances, I wouldn't mind. He's hotter than hell, I've been crushing on him for
years, and after catching Hunter pleasuring me over the hood of his car, he wants
me too. There's only one problem: now that I have Malcolm's attention, I'm not
sure I want to leave Hunter's arms. The Snow White Werewolf tale 3-Part Serial is
best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Part 1 - Snow's Seduction Part 2 - Snow's
Submission Part 3 - Snow's Surrender

The Shell-hunter, Or, An Ocean Love-chase
Life of Sir William Wilson Hunter, K.C.S.I., M.A., LL.D., a Vicepresident of the Royal Asiatic Society, Etc
Laire MacLeod’s father has married a mysterious widow who is a vain beauty that
deals with potions and spells. Laire does not drink them with the rest of her family
and is the only one who could see through her stepmother’s games. When Laire
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flees to find help from her Uncle, the Lady’s huntsman follows her with orders to
kill. Laire must survive in a dangerous new city and find the antidote to a
poisonous potion before it is too late. Iain Lindsay is cursed. He is bound for seven
years to be the hunter of a Lady who uses him to bring back birds to use in her
potions. When Laire MacLeod escapes the Lady’s nets, Iain tracks her to Edinburgh,
where she’s found shelter with an unusual band of thieves, but he cannot bring
himself to harm her. Instead, he finds himself falling in love with the MacLeod
beauty. But a Highlander’s oath is his bond, and the price for helping her is death,
both his own, and of those he loves.

The Hunter's Potion
A playboy, a tomboy, and an ex-con.They couldn't be more different. But they're
about to discover the one place where all their inequalities disappear-the
bedroom.Calla never meant to pit Liam and Mack against each other. She'd been
the town tomboy all her life-what did she know about men? But suddenly she's
caught the attention of two of the most gorgeous men in town.Mack hated Liam
from the first moment they met. It was a rich, entitled bastard like him who had
landed Mack in jail for eight years. Liam expected everything in life to come easy
and drop into his lap.Not this time. Mack saw Calla first. Finders keepers.Liam
never knew why Mack had such a stick up his ass. All he'd ever been was nice to
the guy. But when the new girl moves in, it's every man for himself. Liam will stop
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at nothing to get Calla's attention and prove he's the better man.A playboy, a
tomboy, and an ex-con. But what if they could be so much more than the
stereotypes each of them has hated all their lives? What if, together as three, they
can discover for the first time what it means not to be alone?

Ducking Ugly
What if you used a love potion, then met the love of your life? Mia has been lusting
after her next door neighbour, Skyler, for months, and has finally decided to do
something about it. But when Felix, the best man at her sister's wedding, shows
up, she realises it might not be Skyler she wants after all. With a love potion in the
mix, and her sister’s insistence on marrying the wrong man, doesn’t Mia have
enough to worry about? The Hunter's Potion is part of the Paranormal Council
series and is Mia & Felix's complete story.

Ed McBain/Evan Hunter
Prominent feminist author Barbara Walker has revamped, retold, and infused with
life some of your favorite classic fairy tales. No longer are women submissive,
helpless creatures in need of redemption through the princely male! Instead they
are vibrantly alive, strong women who take fate into their own hands.
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Character Sketches of Romance, Fiction and the Drama
Theirs to Ransom
When Tatyana's car breaks down on a lonely mountain road, a chance meeting
with Hunter thrusts her into a dangerous world of magic, sorcery and passion.
Original.

The Virgin Next Door
Snow and the 7 Hunks
Once Upon a Time meets Game of Thrones in New York Times bestselling author
Gena Showalter’s magical, romantic dark fantasy series, in which the fairy tales we
know and love are prophecies of the future. Welcome to the Forest of Good and
Evil, where villains may be heroes and heroes may be villainsit all depends on who
you ask. In the realm of Enchantia, creatures of legend still exist, magic is the
norm, and fairy tales are real. Raised in the human world, Everly Morrow has no
idea she’s a fairy-tale princess—until she begins to commune with mirrors. Soon, a
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horrifying truth is revealed. She is fated to be Snow White’s greatest enemy, the
Evil Queen. With powers beyond her imagination or control, Everly returns to the
land of her birth. There, she meets Roth Charmaine, the supposed Prince
Charming. Their attraction is undeniable, but their relationship is doomed. As
Everly faces disasters and betrayals, giving in to her dark side proves more
tempting. Can she resist, or will she become the villain she was born to be? Critics
love The Evil Queen: “Showalter (the Everlife books) delivers an entertaining series
opener that condemns prejudice while championing self-determination. Romancesweet and steamy, gay and straight-features prominently, action and humor
abound, and the mystery of how each character figures into the legend imparts
intrigue.”—Publishers Weekly “The novel's conceit has a lot of potential with its
deconstruction of a cherished fairy tale, an interesting take on good and evil as
actions rather than fate, and a long cast of characters in ever evolving roles that
will leave readers wondering who they are supposed to be.”—Kirkus Reviews The
Forest of Good and Evil Series: The Evil Queen The Glass Queen

Character Sketches of Romance, Fiction and the Drama
What if all you knew about fairy tales was wrong?Ever wondered why Snow White's
mother wanted her to have lips red as blood? Why the Evil Queen really wanted to
have her heart? Whose voice it was in the queen's mirror? Did you ever wonder if
the original Brothers Grimm fairy tales were different, or if the story was real and
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happened in a certain period in history?From Bestselling author Cameron Jace (The
Grimm Diaries Prequels amazon.com/dp/B00AA4JIWC) comes the first book of a
dazzling new fantasy series that questions everything you knew about fairy tales.
SNOW WHITE SORROW (Book #1 in The Grimm Diaries where fairy tale characters
expose the truth about fairy tales) presents the coming of age epic story of a
special 15 year old boy who lives in the town of Snoring. Loki Blackstar is learning
how to become a Dreamhunter, a special talent to kill dark creatures by entering
their dreams. He has no no memory of his past; his best friend is a car that talks
and sings to him, his mother is a ghost who tries her best to be scary, and his
guardian is a happy pipe-smoking teacher called Charmwill Glimmer--who claims to
be friends with Santa Claus.Loki is told he is a half-angel who was banned for
falling in love with a human girl by roaming the world of Minikins where ordinary
people live. The only way to regain back his memory is to kill a 15 year old vampire
girl that lives in a mysterious castle called the Schloss in a crazy island that resides
on the back of a whale called Sorrow.They say the vampire girl is Snow White. The
real Snow WhiteShe is described as darkly beautiful, terrifyingly enchanting, and
wickedly lovely. She kills ruthlessly, and doesn't spare anyone. Loki will have to
confront her to learn who he really is and the truth about the real fairy tales that
the Brothers Grimm kept from us.In their first confrontation, Snow White whispers
TWO WORDS in Loki ears while gripping him by the throat that will change both
their lives forever.Warning: these Grimm Diaries are like poisoned apples. Once
you taste them, you will never see fairy tales in the same light again.Snow White
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Sorrow - 125'000 words

Stitching Snow
Princess Snow is missing. Her home planet is filled with violence and corruption at
the hands of King Matthias and his wife as they attempt to punish her captors. The
king will stop at nothing to get his beloved daughter back—but that's assuming she
wants to return at all. Essie has grown used to being cold. Temperatures on the
planet Thanda are always sub-zero, and she fills her days with coding and repairs
for the seven loyal drones that run the local mines. When a mysterious young man
named Dane crash-lands near her home, Essie agrees to help the pilot repair his
ship. But soon she realizes that Dane's arrival was far from accidental, and she's
pulled into the heart of a war she's risked everything to avoid. In her enthralling
debut, R.C. Lewis weaves the tale of a princess on the run from painful secrets . . .
and a poisonous queen. With the galaxy's future—and her own—in jeopardy, Essie
must choose who to trust in a fiery fight for survival.

Feminist Fairy Tales
The thing about being a Hunter is it gives you patience. When I lost her, I bided my
time. I can’t forget her supple body, bending to my will. I can’t forget the youthful
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squeals of pleasure as she panted out my name. I can’t forget how she made me
feel like a hero instead of dangerous man. My sweet, innocent Blossom. Then she
was taken from me. Anger fuelled me, and I became even more deadly. Years have
passed, and I’ve moved on with my work. Keeping the world safer by killing those
who seek to harm the innocent. A vigilante. But instead of finding her, she’s found
me. And with her comes a child with my blood pumping through her veins. Just one
more deadly game. Then she’ll be mine. Then we’ll be a family. Search Terms:
romantic suspense, mafia romance, alpha male romance, bad boy romance, alpha
male, dark romance, captive romance, second chance romance, antihero romance,
secret baby romance, forbidden romance

The Lady and the Highlander
She found her happy ending, or did she? Isabel It was like a fairy tale. A handsome
misunderstood prince with more money than he knew what to do with and he
wanted her. A plain bookworm with a penchant for numbers. She should be happy,
right? Then why couldn't she get that cocky grin out of her head and her heart?
Jason He made a mistake. We all make them. But this one cost him the only
woman he ever loved. Now she's with him. A monster hiding behind a pretty face
and fancy words. He won't let him have her even if it means becoming a beast
himself.
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Blood and Snow
One of the most prolific crime writers of the last century, Evan Hunter published
more than 120 novels from 1952 to 2005 under a variety of pseudonymns. He also
wrote several teleplays and screenplays, including Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds,
and the 1954 novel The Blackboard Jungle. When the Mystery Writers of America
named Hunter a Grand Master, he gave the designation to his alter ego, Ed
McBain, best known for his long-running police procedural series about the
detectives of the 87th Precinct. This comprehensive companion provides detailed
information about all of Evan Hunter’s/Ed McBain’s works, characters, and
recurring themes. From police detective and crime stories to dramatic novels and
films, this reference celebrates the vast body of literature of this versatile writer.

Uarda a Romance of Ancient Egypt
A playboy, a tomboy, and an ex-con. They couldn't be more different. The only
place all those differences disappear? The bedroom. "Let's go in," Liam said, taking
the hotel keycard Calla had been clutching. She looked confused until Liam eyed
Mack and said, "All of us." Calla's eyes widened and her mouth dropped open
slightly. But when the door unlocked, she stepped inside and held it open wide. In
invitation. F*ck him. Mack felt it in his chest and his balls--the wanting. She doesn't
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know what she's inviting in. Liam stepped right over the threshold, but still, Mack
hesitated. She deserves a million times better than either of you horny f*cks. Mack
was about to turn around and leave. He really was. But then Calla reached over
and took his hand. With her other, she reached out to Liam. When she started
tugging them inside, Mack let himself be pulled forward. He didn't know if he was
heading into heaven or hell. But as the door closed behind him, Mack knew there
was no other place he'd rather be.

Heart of a Hunter
It's a predator eat predator world for the Were-Hunters. Danger haunts any given
day. There is no one to trust. No one to love. Not if they want to live An orphan
with no clan that will claim him, Wren Tigarian grew to adulthood under the close
scrutiny and mistrust of those around him. A forbidden blend of two animals—snow
leopard and white tiger—Wren has never listened to anyone when there was
something he wanted. Now he wants Marguerite. Marguerite D'Aubert Goudeau is
the daughter of a prominent U.S. Senator who hates the socialite life she's forced
to live. Like her mother before her, she has strong Cajun roots that her father
doesn't understand. Still, she has no choice but to try and conform to a world
where she feels like an outsider. But the world of rich and powerful humans is
never to meet the world of the Were-Hunters who exist side by side with them,
unseen, unknown, undetected. To break this law is to call down a wrath of the
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highest order. In order to have Marguerite, Wren must fight not just the humans
who will never accept his animal nature, but the Were-Hunters who want him dead
for endangering their world. It's a race against time and magic without boundary
that could cost Marguerite and Wren not just their lives, but their very souls

The Romance of Bird Life
Do you ever get tired of being a good girl? I know I do, with a name like Snow I
guess it's expected. But there is nothing good about my boss' new wife. That witch
took over the office. And she's determined to turn my fairy tale into a living
nightmare. Who knows? I might even find a prince there to give me a happy
ending. There's no room for grumpy, sleepy and dopey in my life, not when I can
have handsome, cocky and lucky. A cowboy, an athlete, and a biker maybe even a
billionaire too. Seven is my lucky charm. Let's see which one is my happily-everafter.

Graham's Illustrated Magazine of Literature, Romance, Art, and
Fashion
Taking refuge in fairy tales after the loss of his mother, twelve-year-old David finds
himself violently propelled into an imaginary land in which the boundaries of
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fantasy and reality are disturbingly melded. By the author of The Black Angel.
75,000 first printing.

Sneaky Snow White
The Book of Lost Things
*** The series that's sold more than a million copies. *** Lips red as rubies, hair
dark as night. Drink your true love's blood, become the Vampire, Snow White."
BLOOD AND SNOW: Snow White lives in Salem, Massachusetts with her dad,
stepmother, and her cat, Gatsby. Her entire life she's been teased for her fairy tale
name, and the fact that her seven best friends happen to be guys whose names
begin with the same letters as the seven dwarves. Everything changes on a trip
into Boston, where an unseen stranger bites her, and she's transformed into
something not quite human. REVENANT IN TRAINING: Snow has been transformed
into a revenant - not quite human and not quite vampire. She must discover how to
live with the changes, hopefully without killing anyone. THE VAMPIRE
CHRISTOPHER: As a revenant, Snow White craves blood. Especially the blood of her
Hunter. But will drinking from him save or enslave her? BLOOD SOAKED PROMISES:
Snow White must come to terms with her bloodlust. It's one thing to drink the
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blood of her Hunter, something else entirely to drink the blood of a human.

Snow’s Submission
Originally published in 1892, "the object of this Handbook is to supply readers and
speakers with a lucid, but very brief account of such names as are used in allusions
and references, whether by poets or prose writers; - to furnish those who consult it
with the plot of popular dramas, the story of epic poems, and the outline of wellknown tales. The number of dramatic plots sketched out is many hundreds.
Another striking and interesting feature of the book is the revelation of the source
from which dramatists and romancers have derived their stories, and the strange
repetitions of historic incidents. It has been borne in mind throughout that it is not
enough to state a fact. It must be stated attractively, and the character described
must be drawn characteristically if the reader is to appreciate it, and feel an
interest in what he reads." This work, an American reprint of The Reader's
Handbook by E. Cobham Brewer, ..".while retaining all of the original material that
can interest and aid the English-speaking student, gives also 'characters and
sketches found in American novels, poetry and drama.'"

Snow White & the Huntsman
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A breathtaking new vision of a legendary tale. Snow White is the only person in the
land fairer than the evil queen who is out to destroy her. But what the wicked ruler
never imagined is that the young woman threatening her reign has been training in
the art of war with a huntsman who was dispatched to kill her.

Snow White Sorrow
Six-Gun Snow White
Hunter
She was always Daddy's little princess. They're vicious outlaws. Now she's theirs,
and they're not going to let her go without a fight. --- Sophia Wolford's always
looked at the world as if the glass is half full. Even after the Apocalypse. What's the
point of focusing on the negative, after all, when you need to get busy rebuilding
the world? --- Finn Knight sees things differently, however. His motto is: Trust no
one and always suspect the worst. --- Not surprisingly, Sophia and Finn get along
like oil and water. --- When Sophia sees an opportunity to save not only Jacob's
Well, but the entire country which is on the brink of war, however, Finn is the only
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person who can help her. --- Sophia gets a lot more than she bargained for, though,
when she heads into the wilds of New Mexico and offers herself as a Raffle Bride.
--- She discovers too late that her new husbands might not have the most
honorable intentions. Will she and Finn be able to find a way to save themselves in
time, much less the Republic?

White As Snow
Cinderella killed my father. She thinks she can do anything because she's the Evil
Queen. And my stepmother. The only thing she truly loves is her Demon Mirror. But
the more she gazes into that thing, the crazier she becomes. But I am no longer a
child. I won't allow the Evil Queen to poison my heart and my home. Although my
skin is white as snow, my soul is far from pure. I will make Cinderella suffer for her
sins. Sure as my name is Snow White.

Blood and Snow
She's lost everything, but now she's come to take it back Years ago, the Queen
took everything from Snow White: her family, her home, and the throne that is
rightfully hers. But the last straw came when the Queen killed the only person left
in Snow's life - the caretaker that helped her escape the palace as a young girl.
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Now, Snow wants more than revenge, she wants to take back what is hers.
Hunter's life has been ruined by the Queen, too. Forced to do her dirty work or
meet his untimely end, Hunter's been sent to capture the rebellious Princess and
bring her to the Queen on charges of treason - a crime punishable by public
execution. The task is harder than it seems. The Princess offers hope of a better
future, one where Hunter wouldn't have to fear for his life every day, but it's clear
that she can't do this alone. Even clearer that she's determined to try. Together,
they must journey through the galaxy, following the breadcrumbs left by Snow's
father to find the means to bring down the Queen for good. Snow knows she
shouldn't trust anyone - especially not the handsome man who mysteriously
attached himself to her cause - but Hunter soothes her constant self-doubt and
makes her believe she has a shot. But whose side is he really on? The ruthless
Queen with his life in her hands, or the stubborn inexperienced Princess without a
plan? Regardless, Snow knows if she wants to end the Queen's reign of terror she'll
have to become the ruler her people need, with or without Hunter's help.

Unleash the Night
Every thousand years the vampire queen selects a new body, always the fairest in
the land, and this time she's chosen Snow White.
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Hunter
They say good things come to those who wait. Bullsh*%! My whole life has been
about waiting. Playing it safe. Be the good girl, don't color outside the lines. Put in
the hard work trying to prove myself to Dad, then to my college professors, then to
my boss at New World Media. Just waiting for the day when it will all pay off. And
right when it was all starting to--I finally had the house, the job, I was even thinking
about getting a cat--boom!--my life explodes and suddenly now I'm here and-- "All
done," the doctor interrupts my thoughts, pulling off her gloves with a loud snap.
Even from the bed where I'm lying, my legs spread like the Thanksgiving turkey, I
can hear the impatient growl of the man standing in the doorway. If you can even
call him a man. More like a beast out of a friggin' fairytale. "Well?" Her
pronouncement echoes throughout the room while the speculum is still inside me.
"She's a virgin."

Snow White and the Seven Dwarf Planets
Deputy Gabby Grimm, a girl with a gun. Manhattan transplant, now living in the
small Vermont village of Latimer Falls. She’s got her work cut out for her when
ruthless terrorists come a-calling! As the war on terror invades her idyllic Vermont
village and its pastoral way of life, threatening its good citizens, Gabby refuses to
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surrender. As the only female deputy in the eight-member Latimer Falls Sheriff's
Department, Gabby Grimm knows how to handle men. Armed with a degree in
psychology and trained in law enforcement, she's accustomed to using her head to
solve the community's problems, whether it's an escaped cow, young pranksters
out to have fun, or a local resident who's had a snootful. But her world is
mercilessly turned upside down in less than 24 hours, starting with a killer kiss
from a mysterious masked man in the woods in the middle of an unexpected shootout. Seasonal resident Jonathan Klarsfeld is brutally murdered at his lakeside cabin
while working on an antiterrorist software program for Ramparts Manufacturing,
his family taken hostage. Sent to the Klarsfeld cabin to check out a report of
suspicious activity, Gabby and her cohort, Woody, are just in time to witness a
powerful explosion and discover the body. Enter Sam Hogan, Army counterterrorism specialist. He shakes, rattles, and rolls his way into her world with a flash
bang! With gumption and guts, she and her colleagues join forces with Sam and
the Vermont State Police to wage their own campaign on the bad guys, hoping to
rescue the Klarsfeld family in time. In the breathless blink of an eye, the wild chase
is on and all bets are off on what happens next!

Uarda : a Romance of Ancient Egypt
A New York Times bestselling author offers a brilliant reinvention of one of the bestknown fairy tales of all time with Snow White as a gunslinger in the mythical Wild
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West. Forget the dark, enchanted forest. Picture instead a masterfully evoked Old
West where you are more likely to find coyotes as the seven dwarves. Insert into
this scene a plain-spoken, appealing narrator who relates the history of our
heroine’s parents—a Nevada silver baron who forced the Crow people to give up
one of their most beautiful daughters, Gun That Sings, in marriage to him.
Although her mother’s life ended as hers began, so begins a remarkable tale: equal
parts heartbreak and strength. This girl has been born into a world with no place
for a half-native, half-white child. After being hidden for years, a very wicked
stepmother finally gifts her with the name Snow White, referring to the pale skin
she will never have. Filled with fascinating glimpses through the fabled looking
glass and a close-up look at hard living in the gritty gun-slinging West, this is an
utterly enchanting story…at once familiar and entirely new.

Hunter
Snow White's on the run and sexier than ever A broken man. A woman on the run
from her evil stepmother. And one indecent proposal that will change both of their
lives forever.ISOBEL:The last thing I need right now is to fall for a man. I'm on the
run. My stepmother tried to poison me and I snapped. I almost killed her. So I ran.
Running is what I'm good at.But Hunter Dawkins isn't just any man. He's six feet
two inches of pure sex in a pair of cowboy boots. And when he makes an indecent
proposal in a bar in the outskirts of nowhere, I jump at the chance to escape all my
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problems for a while by losing myself in him.HUNTER:I shouldn't have asked her
home with me. I shouldn't have worshiped her body all night long. And I definitely
shouldn't want to do it all over again when she turns up the next day as my new
assistant.I swore off women for a reason. Especially someone like her who's not
looking to set down roots. I know better than to put my heart on the line for
another woman who's just going to up and leave when she's done with me.No.
She's not the woman for me.So why can't I stop thinking about the woman who's
as sexy as she is stubborn? And when I see secrets in her eyes, why do I want to
be her knight in shining armor and slay all the demons of her past?Full-length
standalone contemporary romance.

The Evil Queen
Hunter's Baby
In a novel-length tale of dark fantasy based on the fairy tale "Snow White," Arpazia
and her unwanted daughter, Coira, conceived in violence during the sacking of her
Arpazia's father's castle, are lured into the woods by the elder gods, who are
seeking to restore their worship in a magical land in which a new religion threatens
to transform life for everyone. Reprint.
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The Virgin and the Beast
Hair black as a raven's coat, skin as white as snow, lips as read as, blabitty-blah,
blah, blah. If one more person calls me sweet and innocent, I'm losing my head.
I've got more pressing matters to think about. Like the fact that our wolf pack is in
serious debt. If I can't find a way to secure financing for our estate, we'll lose our
shifting sanctuary. My stepmother—wonderfully wicked as she is—has come up
with a plan: seduce a rich jeweler who's visiting for the weekend. And then, when
he agrees to bond with me and make me his forever, we'll be saved. Not such a
bad deal, considering he's crazy hot, and I've had a crush on him forever. One
problem: I'm not a temptress, not by a long shot. It's a good thing my childhood
best friend, Hunter, has come back into the area. He's always been a playboy and
knows how to get what he wants. He agrees to teach me the rules of seduction,
but before long, I realize I'm the one being played. The Snow White Werewolf tale
3-Part Serial is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Part 1 - Snow's Seduction Part
2 - Snow's Submission Part 3 - Snow's Surrender

Snow’s Surrender
Time is running out I have to choose between Hunter, my best friend turned lover,
and Malcolm, the jeweler who wants to pleasure me senseless. There's too much at
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stake to screw up now. If I choose Hunter, the pack will lose the only home it's ever
known. Selfishness isn't exactly the beaming trait of an Alpha, and I long to rule
someday. But if I make the smarter choice, the one that will save us all, I'll be
betraying my heart. Hunter taught me the rules of seduction. Only he taught them
too well and I've fallen hard for the wrong guy The Snow White Werewolf tale
3-Part Serial is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Part 1 - Snow's Seduction Part
2 - Snow's Submission Part 3 - Snow's Surrender
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